This paper presents an improvement to a multi-start method for gradient based exploration of moderately multimodal design spaces in aerodynamic shape optimization problems. Free form deformation geometry control is used in conjunction with a gradient-based multistart algorithm to generalize cascading linear constraints for a sampler algorithm into a geometry-independent form. This permits large, high-quality, feasible samples of the design space to be generated and optimized quickly and e ciently. This algorithm is then used to explore multimodality in viscous aerodynamic shape optimization problems, including wings in transonic and subsonic flow, as well as a transonic blended wing-body design. Both wing cases are found to be multimodal, while the blended wing-body case is believed to be unimodal based on available evidence. A brief investigation of the e↵ect that three degrees of freedom -twist, taper, and sectional control -have on multimodality in the viscous optimization of the common research model wing is undertaken. This investigation finds little evidence of multimodality related to twist and section control, while the addition of taper design variables leads to clear indications of multimodality.
optimization for many problems. Gradient-based multistart (GBMS) optimization attempts to strike a balance between speed and robustness by utilizing fast gradient-based methods in conjunction with a sampling algorithm that produces multiple starting points from the baseline geometry. 2 However, this approach alone does not address all remaining complications.
The most significant of these is how best to generate a sample of initial geometries that is geometrically plausible. Randomly assigning values to design variables is likely to produce few geometries worth investigating, but Chernukhin and Zingg 2 were able to confine sampling solely to within the feasible region by developing a system of cascading linear constraints which determine acceptable bounds on each design variable and are applied during sampling. However, due to the nature of the B-spline geometry control used, their method lacks generality, requiring specialized constraints for each class of problems and complicating application of this algorithm to new problems. By adapting Chernukhin and Zingg's algorithm for use with Free Form Deformation (FFD) geometry control, which has little dependence on the geometry being parameterized, the authors have produced a robust, geometry-independent approach for applying gradientbased methods to the exploration of multimodal design spaces. The objectives of this paper are to examine multimodality in several viscous problems, including wings under subsonic and transonic conditions, and a transonic blended wing-body (BWB), as well as to investigate the e↵ects of several degrees of freedom on the presence and extent of multimodality in viscous optimization of the Common Research Model (CRM) wing.
II. Methodology

A. Gradient Based Multistart Algorithm -Basics
Gradient base multistart (GBMS) optimization is a term coined by Chernukhin and Zingg 2 to describe a method of utilizing the speed of gradient-based methods in the optimization of multimodal problems. The GBMS method involves the use of an initial baseline geometry and a Sobol sampling method -described in Section II -to generate a broad sample of related geometries which are then independently optimized using gradient-based methods. This attempts to converge to as many local optima as possible, thus increasing the probability that the global optimum is captured.
While the GBMS label is relatively new, equivalent methods have been used in the literature under other names. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] In many of these works attention is paid to the idea of the feasible region in the design space. "Feasible" in this context goes beyond the more common definition used in most optimization applications, that is, a design for which all constraints have been satisfied. Here the "feasible region" more generally refers to the subset of all possible designs that are reasonable, meaningful, and physically realizable. This region must be carefully defined; simply randomly generating initial geometries will almost certainly produce a sample that is overwhelmingly made up of useless, physically impossible designs. However, overconstraining the initial samples could prevent a viable global optimum from being found.
A more refined approach is to create a system of linear constraints defining acceptable geometric limits on the design, which are then enforced on each sample after sampling has finished but before optimization begins, somewhat similar to the approach taken by Ugray et. al. 13 The inherent issue with this method is that enforcing linear constraints after sampling essentially snaps all non-feasible samples to the nearest boundary of the feasible region, resulting in over-sampling on the boundary of the feasible region and relatively sparse sampling within it. The ideal scenario is one where the feasible region can be fully defined a priori and sampling contained entirely within it.
In pursuit of this goal, Chernukhin and Zingg 2 developed their GBMS method using hard-coded linear constraints during the sampling process. Utilizing B-spline geometry control, their algorithm expresses upper and lower feasible limits on each design variable as a function of the values of surrounding design variables. As each design variable is sampled, the limits on subsequent variables are updated with the newly set value. This creates a cascading system of dynamic linear constraints that ensure the sampler only considers values for each design variable that lie within the user-defined feasible region.
The limitation of this method is the lack of generality in the linear constraints; each family of problems requires linear constraints tailored to that particular type of geometry. For example, the constraints from a BWB optimization cannot be applied to a planar wing case or vice-versa. Thus setup times are prohibitive and it is di cult to expand this method to new problems. Retaining the promising core of this method while reducing setup times and manual labour requirements necessitates finding a method to generalize these constraints to as many geometries as possible, ideally developing a completely geometry-independent constraint system. The solution is to adapt the B-spline based geometry control method used by Chernukhin and Zingg to a more general geometry control system, specifically FFD.
B. Free Form Deformation
FFD 17 can be visualized as embedding an object within a rubbery block which is then deformed; as the rubber block deforms the underlying object is deformed in turn. Once the underlying parameterization has been embedded in the FFD volume the interior can be treated as something of a black box from the perspective of the designer. The number, orientation, and size of the FFD volumes will change to reflect varying designs of di↵ering complexities, but each will be a largely generic FFD volume -in this work simple three-dimensional rectangular prisms -which can contain anything from an entire wing to a single component of a complicated design. The design variables are no longer the geometry itself, or even a B-spline abstraction of it, but control points along this generic FFD volume. To ensure reasonable, feasible initial and final designs one need only constrain the relationships between these control points. These relationships are often simpler than those on the underlying geometry, but more importantly they can be programmed in such a way as to be completely independent of the embedded design. This allows a single set of highly robust linear constraints to be coded and then applied to almost any design, from a box wing to a BWB, with only minor adjustments to input parameters necessary to tailor the design space as desired.
The FFD implementation used here was originally developed by Gagnon and Zingg 18 and parameterizes the underlying geometry using B-splines. The embedded points are the control points of this B-spline parameterization, rather than the mesh nodes themselves. This ensures that at all times during deformation the original analytical definition of the shape itself remains intact.
This system was further refined via the addition of axial control. 19 This adds a NURBS curve, referred to as the "axial" curve, which is used to drive large scale deformations of the overall FFD structure. The FFD volume is divided into cross sections -planar slices of the FFD volume -which are constrained to be locally perpendicular to the axial curve. Each cross section generally includes two rows of control points, on the upper and lower surface of the FFD volume, which provide sectional control. Manipulating the axial curve through its control points deforms the entire volume, while leaving the local coordinate systems of each cross section una↵ected.
With standard coordinate axes being defined as x (chord), y (span), and z (sectional or dihedral), the resulting combined system of cross sections and axial curves is defined by the degrees of freedom described below:
• Cross Sectional Degrees of Freedom -Twist: change in angular twist about the span axis by an entire cross section, from its initial position, measured in radians (one per cross section)
-Taper: scaling factor of the initial chord length of each cross section (one per cross section)
-Section: scaling factor of the initial z coordinate of each control point in a given cross section (one per cross sectional control point)
• Axial Degrees of Freedom -Sweep: change in global x coordinate of each axial control point from its initial position (one per axial control point)
-Span: change in global y coordinate of each axial control point from its initial position (one per axial control point)
-Dihedral: change in global z coordinate of each axial control point from its initial position (one per axial control point)
C. Shape Optimization Framework
Optimization is accomplished using the in-house Jetstream code, 20 which utilizes a three-dimensional, finitedi↵erence, structured, multiblock, parallel, implicit flow solver capable of solving either the Euler 21 or Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) 22 equations. The equations are discretized using second-order Figure 1 : GBMS algorithm summation-by-parts operators with scalar or matrix numerical dissipation, while boundary conditions and block interfaces are addressed via simultaneous approximation terms. The foundation of the flow solver is a parallel Newton-Krylov-Schur algorithm which uses an approximateNewton start-up phase to generate the initial iterate for the subsequent inexact-Newton phase. For both phases the resulting large system of linear equations is solved using GMRES, a preconditioned Krylov iterative solver with approximate-Schur preconditioning. For RANS analyses, the equations are closed with the Spalart-Allmaras one-equation turbulence model. Geometry parameterization and mesh movement, achieved through a linear-elasticity mesh movement algorithm, are tightly integrated. 20 Gradients are calculated via the discrete adjoint method, a primary advantage of which is that the cost is almost independent of the number of design variables. Readers are encouraged to refer to Hicken and Zingg 20 for further details of the implementation in Jetstream. To ensure optimality, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions must be enforced. 23 The discrete flow equations resulting from the methodology described above produce a flow adjoint system which is solved using a flexible variant 24 of the GCROT Krylov method, 25 while the solution to the mesh adjoint system is obtained using the preconditioned conjugate gradient method. The Sparse Nonlinear OPTimizer (SNOPT) accepts the calculated gradients and performs the optimization using an SQP algorithm with the quasi-Newton BFGS method used to approximate the Hessian. 26 An important feature of SNOPT in the context of this work is its ability to apply both linear and nonlinear constraints to the optimization problem, the former being critical to the FFD GBMS method developed here.
III. Gradient-Based Multistart Algorithm -Details
A flowchart of the GBMS algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . The algorithm as shown is geometry control independent, that is, adapting GBMS for FFD compatibility is chiefly a task of setup modifications; beyond this point an intelligently designed GBMS code can handle almost any geometry control scheme with minor modifications.
A baseline geometry is generated beforehand; this is used as the parent of each initial geometry to follow. The sample is initially generated as a Sobol sequence -see Section A -of m real values between 0 and 1 in n dimensions, where m is the number of design variables in the problem and n is the desired number of initial geometries. Each value in this sequence is then used to scale between dynamic upper and lower limits on the corresponding design variable as follows:
where v s,i is the new sampled value for the i th design variable, x d,i is the Sobol value corresponding to the i th design variable of the d th sample, S low,i and S upp,i are the lower and upper feasible limits on this design variable, calculated using the linear constraints in Section 1 and 2. Evaluating equation (1) for each design variable results in a list of m sampled design variables, constituting a single new initial geometry. This process must then be repeated n times to produce the desired number of initial geometries. The desirable space-filling properties of Sobol sampling, combined with the dynamic nature of the linear constraints, makes it possible to produce a highly varied set of initial geometries.
Each of the obtained initial geometries is stored explicitly in a sample file as a list of modified design variable values. These are then separated into n discrete optimization problems which are run in parallel. Each initial geometry in the sample is optimized in isolation from the others and from this point the execution proceeds in the same manner as a standard gradient-based optimization problem. It is expected that some fraction of the optimizations will fail to converge for various reasons, resulting in somewhat less than n locally optimal final geometries. For this reason, separating the problems simplifies coding and improves robustness, as each design may converge, or fail to do so, without a↵ecting the others.
In each case the optimizer is first supplied with the baseline geometry and then the sampled design variables, which it uses to distort the baseline geometry into the initial geometry. This produces a new starting geometry that is nevertheless related to the baseline design. If the sample is su ciently large and varied, the final geometries should provide a good representation of all local optima within the design space, and the most optimal among them is likely to be the global optimum as well.
A. Sobol Sampling
The simplest approach to sampling would be to randomly assign values to each design variable; however, this may not result in an even exploration of the design space, so a more advanced sampling approach is preferred. In line with Chernukhin and Zingg, 2 this work utilizes Sobol sequence sampling to execute the algorithm outlined in Section III and evaluate the linear constraints described in Sections 1 and 2.
Sobol originally introduced these sequences as a method of approximating integrals of d-dimensional functions on a unit hypercube; however, their applications have since been extended as a robust sampling method. One of the more immediate advantages of Sobol sampling is that the number of samples, n, need not be known a priori. That is, if an initial sample of size n 1 is generated and found to be inadequate, a larger set of size n 2 can be generated without necessitating re-optimizing the first n 1 initial geometries. The specific approach utilized in this work is based on Algorithm 659, 27 which uses more primitive polynomials than other algorithms, and a Gray code implementation proposed by Antonov and Saleev 28 to generate the Sobol sequences. The Sobol sequence is generated as a preliminary step of the sampling process. Once obtained it permits the creation of the initial geometries themselves, as defined by the FFD linear constraints. These linear constraints can be logically divided into axial linear constraints -acting on the control points of the axial curves -and cross sectional linear constraints -acting on the cross sections of the FFD volumes. The following discussion is broken up in an identical fashion.
B. Linear Constraints
These linear constraints are primarily used during the sampling process, and while in some cases they, or some subset or variation of these constraints, are enforced during optimization, this is not a general rule or requirement. In the cases to follow, it will be clearly stated which linear constraints, if any, are enforced during the optimization process. The purpose of these linear constraints during sampling is to ensure that a su cient number of the initial geometries are feasible in the sense defined in Section IIA. This improves the quality of the sample and minimizes the time the optimizer spends attempting to improve unsuitable designs. Enforcing these constraints during optimization speeds convergence by eliminating unacceptable options from the design space and reduces the appearance of infeasible features in the final designs.
Axial Linear Constraints
The first, and broadest, constraints acting on the axial design variables are the box constraints. These values set hard, global limits on each design variable and have a significant e↵ect on the application of the linear constraints. The axial box constraints are defined by the user-defined vectors A low and A upp , each containing three values defining maximum lower and upper bounds on sweep, span, and dihedral.
Within the limits of these box constraints, the feasibility linear constraints are applied to the axial design variables in a cascading manner where the design variables at each control point are constrained in relation to the coordinates of the control point preceding it. To provide continuity in cases with multiple axial curves, the curves are connected such that the last point on a given axial curve is held to be coincident with the first point on the subsequent curve. Such a point is referred to as a "connected" axial control point. The first non-connected point in each axial curve is treated as fixed to provide an anchored reference point for the sampling process. The axial degrees of freedom were introduced previously, but it is worth reiterating here that each of the axial degrees of freedom -sweep, span, and dihedral -is respectively defined as a change in the global x, y, and z coordinate of the axial control point in question.
Due to their similar definitions, the linear feasibility constraints applied to all three design variables of the j th axial control point can be expressed identically as an inequality of the form:
In the above, g represents the initial value of the coordinate being sampled at the control point in question, and v j is the current value of the design variable being sampled. As axial design variables are defined as the change in coordinate value from the intial position, these design variables are initially zero on the baseline geometry. The variables f j,low and f j,upp are respectively the lower and upper allowable distance along a given axis between the previous axial control point (j 1) and the current axial control point (j), defined as:
where p low and p upp are vectors containing user defined parameters that respectively dictate feasible minimums and maximums on sweep, span and dihedral. To ensure that similar values of p low and p upp can be used for a variety of geometries, they are scaled by C r , an FFD analogue of root chord calculated as the di↵erence between the initial x coordinates of the leading edge and trailing edge FFD control points in the root cross section of the first FFD volume. Thus, in defining the values in p low and p upp , the user is defining the maximum and minimum acceptable distance between any two adjacent axial control points, along any given axis, as a fraction of the root FFD chord. This should be relatively easy for a designer to visualize and makes the selection of parameter values more intuitive for any given case than if unscaled values were used.
For the purposes of sampling, equation (2) leads to the following S low and S upp values for use in equation 1:
Cross-Sectional Linear Constraints Overview
Similarly to the axial design variables, the cross-sectional design variables and all related linear constraints are bounded by a set of box constraints. Contained in the vectors B low and B upp , they allow the user to define a minimum and maximum acceptable value for twist, taper, and the sectional control design variables.
These box constraints set hard limits on the linear constraints, but within those bounds the freedom of motion for the cross-sectional design variables is controlled more finely by two sets of user-defined parameters: r low and r upp , each comprising four values and respectively defining lower and upper bounds on each design variable. The parameter r 1 constrains twist, r 2 defines limits on taper, and r 3,4 handles two discrete aspects of sectional control. Unlike the axial design variables, each of the cross-sectional design variables is defined di↵erently than the others, necessitating di↵erent constraint systems for each.
Twist
Each cross section has a single twist value which acts on the entire section. It is assumed that the initial twist at each cross section is zero and during optimization the overall twist at each cross section j is constrained to be within a certain range of the overall twist at the previous cross section j 1, defined by the values of r low,1 and r upp,1 , as follows:
During sampling, the upper and lower sampling limits from equation (1) are obtained by separating this inequality into two equations:
Taper
Similarly to twist, each cross section has a single taper value. The design variable itself is a scaling factor on the initial FFD chord -the di↵erence between local x coordinates of the leading and trailing edge FFD control points. Thus a taper value of 2 implies the chord has doubled during optimization, a value of 0.5 implies the chord has halved. The linear constraint does not constrain the design variable directly, but permits the chord at the j th cross section to only take values within an acceptable range of the chord at the j 1 cross section, as defined by:
Here C j represents the initial FFD chord at each cross section and the FFD root chord, C r , is merely C j=1 . Once again, breaking apart the inequality yields the equations used during sampling to obtain the upper and lower sampling limits:
Sectional Control
The sectional control represent the most challenging design variables to constrain in this system due to their unique properties. While twist and taper act on an entire cross section, each control point within the cross section has its own z coordinate controlled by its own design variable. Each of these sectional design variables are a separate scaling factor on the initial local z coordinate of each control point within the cross section. For this reason any points with initial z coordinates of 0 should be avoided, though this can be a useful tool to selectively fix certain control points along the z axis if desired. Constraining this system fully requires two related but discrete linear constraints.
The first sectional constraint acts on the control points along the lower surface of the FFD volume and bounds the z coordinate of each to be within a certain range of the z coordinate of the previous point, that is, the adjacent point closer to the leading edge, preventing excessively jagged airfoil cross sections. In each cross section the first point along the lower surface is constrained relative to the corresponding point on the previous cross section, moving inboard to outboard, the exception being the first point of the first cross section, which is held constant to provide a fixed reference point during sampling. The range of acceptable values is defined by r low,3 and r upp,3 and is normalized by the root FFD chord in a similar fashion as the taper constraint.
Other than the aforementioned exception for the first point in each cross section, the general linear constraint for the j th control point along the lower surface of each cross section can be written as:
where g z,ls,j denotes the initial local z coordinate of the j th point along the lower surface of the cross section in question in the local coordinate system of that cross section. This yields the sectional sampling constraints for the lower surface control points as follows:
The second linear sectional constraint maintains a minimum and maximum acceptable cross section thickness, defined by r low,4 and r upp,4 and normalized by the root FFD chord C r , by constraining each point along the upper surface to the corresponding lower surface control point. The resulting linear constraint between the j th point along the upper surface of a cross section and the corresponding j th control point on the lower surface of the same cross section is: where g z,ls,j is defined identically as in equation (9), and g z,us,j is similarly the initial z coordinate of the j th point along the upper surface of the same cross section. During sampling, upper and lower sampling constraints are calculated for each point along the upper surface according to
To illustrate the interaction of these linear constraints, Figure 2 shows the sectional constraint system for a simple two cross section FFD volume; for clarity the axial curve is omitted. Each arrow begins at the point that is constrained and ends at the point it is constrained relative to. Following the arrows, one can trace a path of cascading constraints connecting any point to the root point, which acts as a fixed reference point during sampling.
IV. Results
Four cases are examined: exploratory optimization of a planar wing in subsonic and transonic flow, a more constrained optimization of a BWB in transonic flow, and a study of the e↵ects of various degrees of freedom on multimodality using the common research model (CRM) 29 wing under transonic conditions. In the following discussions, several mentions are made of the concept of a targeted number of "viable" samples, which refer to initial geometries that do not fail on the initial flow solution or mesh movement. These are important because it is more e cient for a sample to fail early in the optimization process than later in the process once potentially significant computational resources have been expended attempting to improve the failed design. Ideally, failures should be minimized to improve e ciency, without being eliminated entirely, to ensure that the problem is not overly constrained. Generally speaking a failure rate of 10% was targeted, and early failures were favoured over later failures. However, this was not necessarily always possible to achieve. To test for convergence of the optimization problems, three primary metrics were used. The first is feasibility, which in this context can be taken as a measure of the nonlinear constraint violations, the second is optimality, which is the gradient of the merit function -the objective function augmented with terms for the linear and nonlinear constraints -and the third is the relative merit function, which is the ratio of the merit function on the first iteration, to that on the current iteration.
A final note on methodology is worthwhile: in all cases it was found that the apparent degree of multimodality was heavily dependent on the degree of convergence achieved, with tighter convergence being associated with lower degrees of multimodality. To improve performance and reduce computational cost, a screening mechanism was employed. All initial geometries were optimized, if possible, until feasibility was satisfied and a noticeable drop in optimality achieved. At this point, any so-called "intermediate" optima - 
A. Exploratory Wing Optimization Under Subsonic and Transonic Conditions
The wing optimization cases are based on a viscous transonic exploratory planform optimization case performed by Koo and Zingg, 30 expanded to include both subsonic and transonic flows. The baseline geometry for both cases, shown in Figure 3(a) , has a rectangular planform, the NACA 0012 airfoil, and is normalized by initial root chord, with an initial semi-span of 2.92, projected area of 2.92, and initial volume of approximately 0.250. The design variables at each cross section are twist, taper and sectional control, with twist at the root cross section being fixed in favour of an angle-of-attack (AOA) design variable. Large-scale deformations are driven by the axial curve design variables sweep, span and dihedral, all of which are fixed at the root axial control point. The feasibility constraints presented previously are enforced during both sampling and optimization in these cases, with the values assigned to these parameters listed in Table 1 .
Applying the sampling algorithm to the baseline geometry in Figure 3a , utilizing the parameters in Table  1 , 400 initial geometries were generated, a sample of which -including the baseline -is shown in Figure 4 . It is apparent from Figure 4 that the algorithm is capable of producing numerous diverse geometries from a highly basic baseline geometry, while nevertheless still constraining itself to generally reasonable shapes.
Optimization Problem
The optimization problem is lift-constrained drag minimization at a freestream Mach number of 0.5 for the subsonic case and a Mach number of 0.8 for the transonic case. Several nonlinear constraints are also enforced: the maximum root bending moment is set as 80% of the bending moment produced by the baseline geometry optimized without a bending moment constraint, the coe cient of lift, C L , is constrained to 0.2625, projected area to 3.06, and volume to no less than 0.245, normalized by the root chord of the baseline geometry. The projected area and volume values di↵er slightly from the projected area and volume of the baseline geometry, the constraint values arising from an earlier inviscid GBMS optimization of a planar NACA 0012 baseline geometry, for which the initial volume and projected areas matched the constraints. This discrepancy between the inviscid and viscous baseline geometries is produced by a change in the type of Figure 4 : Selection of initial geometries from NACA 0012 sample wingtip "cap" that is used at the end of the geometry; the inviscid geometry utilized a pinched tip, while the viscous cases have a more rounded wingtip geometry. This decision was made simply to better accommodate the di↵erent meshes used for the two sets of cases and should not significantly a↵ect the results.
The problem can be summarized as
where C D is the coe cient of drag, C L is the coe cient of lift, C M is the root bending moment coe cient, b is the semispan, S is the projected area, V is the volume, v are the geometric design variables, and C lin are the linear constraints.
Optimization Grid
The optimization grid comprises an O-O topology consisting of 64 blocks and 1,320,000 nodes, shown in Figure 3b . Fine-mesh results were obtained using Richardson extrapolation, 31 which uses results from increasingly fine meshes to extrapolate to continuum values on a theoretical infinitely fine mesh. Including the optimization mesh, three mesh levels were used for this process -a selection of important values for each mesh are listed in Table 2 . 
Geometry Control
Geometry control for the wing optimization cases, both subsonic and transonic, is accomplished through six cross sections which provide sectional control, with large deformations driven by a single axial curve controlled by four equispaced axial control points. Each cross section is allowed twist, taper, and sectional degrees of freedom, with the exception of the root cross section, for which the twist is held fixed in favour of an AOA design variable. Section control is provided by 10 section design variables per cross section, or 60 total. The root axial control point is held fixed in all three dimensions, changes in sweep, span, and dihedral are permitted for the three remaining axial control points.
Subsonic Wing Optimization
Optimization of the subsonic case was performed on the coarse optimization mesh of 1,320,000 nodes at a Reynolds number of 12,500,000 and a Mach number of 0.50. From the 400 generated initial geometries, 61 "viable" samples -initial geometries that do not fail on the first flow solve or mesh movement -were optimized; this represents 60 samples plus the baseline geometry. This threshold was met after attempting 65 initial geometries, four of which failed immediately; however, seven of the remaining 61 samples subsequently failed to converge, leaving 54 optimized final geometries and an ultimate success rate of approximately 84%. Eleven locally optimal geometries were obtained, all of which are shown in Figure 5 . Figure 6 , which displays the convergence histories for each optimum, indicates that acceptable convergence was achieved and the feasibility tolerance of 10 6 was satisfied for each optimum. Performance results for each local optimum and the unoptimized baseline are tabulated in Table 3 . The ratio L/D is the preferred performance metric in this case, as a result of small variations in the C L values for each optimum which appeared when the converged solutions were re-evaluated on the subsequent finer meshes. The "number of examples" column indicates the number of initial geometries that converged to that particular optimum, or to intermediate optima that were found to later converge to that particular optimum. The optimized baseline here was found to be one of the better local optima, being outperformed by just one other design. There is also a tendency for the optima to cluster into groups of similarly performing geometries, for instance optimum 1, 2, 6, and 7 o↵er almost identical performance despite being clearly geometrically di↵erentiated. Nevertheless, the L/D values of the various local optima di↵er by up to 3.38% of the optimized baseline value. It is also worth noting that the best geometry is not the most, or even second most, common local optimum. This reinforces the importance of a su cient exploration of the design space, as a single random sample or half-hearted exploration would be unlikely to locate the global optimum in this case.
Transonic Wing Optimization
The transonic wing optimization case is identical to the subsonic case, save that it is optimized at a Mach number of 0.80 and a Reynolds number of 20 million. Once again, 61 viable samples were located and Figure 5: Subsonic wing, local optima compared against baseline geometry optimized as fully as possible. Locating these samples proved more di cult than for the subsonic case, 126 initial geometries were attempted before 61 could be located that did not fail on the initial flow solve. Further, 10 of the 61 viable samples failed to satisfy the feasibility constraint within a generous time limit and were therefore concluded to have failed, resulting in 51 optimized geometries and a success rate of just 40%. To allow comparison between this case and the subsonic problem, the linear constraints were kept as is. Furthermore, the nature of the Sobol sampling method used provides confidence that a thorough exploration of the design space was achieved. Nevertheless, this strongly suggests that in future applications e ciency can be improved by tightening the linear constraints for transonic RANS problems. The 55 successful samples led to eight distinct local optima, i.e. the optimization problem is "somewhat" multimodal according to Chernukhin and Zingg, 2 as shown in Figure 7 . These results are geometrically very similar to those yielded by the subsonic case, with optima 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7 all having very similar counterparts from the subsonic optima set - Figure 5 . The two sets of optima are not identical, however, and the di↵erences evince the features one expects in a transonic optimization. The transonic optima generally incorporate more non-planar features and a greater degree of sweep than comparable subsonic optima; further, a strong preference for backswept wings is noted, with forward-swept geometries comprising 55% of the subsonic optima and just 25% of the transonic optima.
Examining the tabulated performance values in Table 4 , several points become apparent. First the transonic test o↵ers much greater potential for performance improvement from the unoptimized baseline than the subsonic test. However, this is wholly predictable and more attributable to the obvious unsuitability of the baseline geometry for transonic flight than any increased e↵ectiveness of the optimizer under transonic conditions. The transonic optima produce a slightly smaller range of performances than the subsonic case, but the presence of multimodality is by no means negligible, representing up to a 2.56% di↵erence in performance depending on which initial geometry is used. This serves as strong evidence that multimodality is both present and potentially significant in RANS optimization. Once again we find that the most common local optimum is not the best; however, in this case the di↵erence between the best and most numerous optima is largely negligible and together they account for a significant majority of the final geometries.
B. Transonic Blended Wing Body
The BWB examined here is an FFD-controlled case previously presented by Lee et al., 32 itself adapted from a B-spline-controlled case presented by Reist and Zingg. 33 The baseline geometry has an initial span of 1.46 and a root chord of 1.68, with dimensions scaled by the mean aerodynamic chord; the geometry is shown in Figure 8 (a). The cross sectional design variables are twist, taper and section, with the root twist fixed in favour of an angle-of-attack design variable. Axial degrees of freedom are permitted as well, specifically sweep and the span of the wing and body; however total span is fixed. 
Optimization Problem
The objective is to maximize the lift-to-drag ratio at a Mach number of 0.8 and a Reynolds number of 62 million. No C L constraint is enforced during optimization. During optimization the volume of the bodyexcluding the wing sections -is constrained to be no less than 0.0744 and the projected area of the body is fixed at 0.466, while the volume of the wing sections must be at least 0.00558, corresponding to the volumes and projected areas of the baseline geometry. These values represent a regional-class BWB with a total span of 118 feet and a passenger capacity equivalent to that of an Embraer E190. The problem can be written formally as S body is the projected area of the body, and V body V wing are respectively the volume of the body and wing sections.
Parameters used for the developed linear feasibility constraints can be found in Table 5 ; as with the wing cases these constraints are applied during both sampling and optimization. In addition, a set of linear constraints is applied to maintain a general BWB shape in all sampled geometries. Linear twist is enforced on the body and wing sections, linear taper is maintained on the wing, while taper on the body is allowed to deviate up to 25% from linear. The ratio of tip to root taper on each axial must be between 1 and 0.1. Additionally, the sweep angle is fixed at the initial value. These constraints, along with the linear feasibility constraints are applied during both sampling and optimization in this case.
Optimization Grid
The optimization mesh, denoted as L0, shown in Figure 8(b) , and with key parameters as per Table 6 , is an H-H grid consisting of 1,225,728 nodes. Similarly to previous cases, this coarse mesh was used to locate any local optima, which were then re-solved on progressively finer meshes (L1 and L2), with Richardson extrapolation used to estimate grid converged results.
BWB Geometry Control
Unlike the other cases examined here, two connected FFD volumes are used, one controlling the aircraft body and the other the wing. The volumes are divided into 7 and 11 cross sections respectively, with section control for each supplied by 22 control points per cross section. Large-scale deformations of each design variable are driven by two axial curves, each associated with one of the FFD volumes and controlled by 20 axial control points. To ensure continuity, the axial curves are connected such that the "tip" control point of the body axial curve is coincident with the "root" control point of the wing axial. All degrees of freedom are active in each cross section -twist, taper, and section -with the exception of the root cross section of the body, for which twist is kept fixed in favour of AOA which is instead used as a design variable. Sweep and span changes are permitted at all axial control points, save the root control point of the body, which is fixed, and the tip control point of the wing which is only allowed to vary sweep. Dihedral is fixed at zero for all axial control points. 
BWB Optimization
A sample of 500 initial geometries was generated by the sampling algorithm, a selection of which are shown in Figure 9 . This showcases the variety of geometries that the sampler is able to generate even within the constraints imposed by the problem definition. It should also be reiterated that the linear feasibility constraints applied here are identical to those applied in the wing optimization cases, di↵ering only in the selection of control parameters. The additional linear constraints mentioned above are not necessary to generate samples of this geometry, but were included to further constrain sampling to a more specific subset of the feasible region. A deeper investigation of this case was undertaken, with 101 viable geometries being targeted, including the baseline. This proved to be a computationally di cult problem, requiring 290 attempted samples to locate 101 viable initial geometries. Furthermore, 33 of these 101 geometries failed to converge in any meaningful sense, producing 68 final geometries and a success rate of just 23%. E↵orts to improve this success rate through further tuning of the parameters in the linear constraints proved largely ine↵ective as there was no clear monotonic relationship in this case between success rate and the tightness of the linear constraints. This may simply be due to the computational di culty of this problem. The 68 final geometries represent an exploration at least on par with that performed in the other cases and are su cient to make similar conclusions about the characteristics of the design space.
Forty-eight of the 68 initial geometries, approximately 70%, including the baseline geometry, converged to precisely the same local optimum. Of the 20 remaining initial geometries, no two converged to the same final design, with a significant spread of performance and geometric features being apparent in the results, though all are significantly inferior in performance to the "primary" local optimum located by the majority of initial geometries. A more detailed examination of these final geometries reveals that the 21 local optima, including the primary optimum, are not wholly unique, but can be categorized into four families based on largely similar geometric features, but often still displaying significant variations in design and performance. The final geometries for each of these four families are shown in Figure 10 . Figure 11 displays the convergence histories for one example case from each family. It is clear that one of the di↵erentiating features between Family 1 and Families 2 through 4 is the degree of convergence achieved. While Family 1 shows clear convergence, typified by satisfaction of the feasibility tolerance, a clear drop in optimality, and asymptotic behaviour of the relative merit function, the remaining families consistently fail to achieve the first and last requirements, even after extended optimization. The implications this has for our conclusions regarding the design space will be discussed in greater detail later.
Estimated grid converged results for each family are shown in Table 7 ; these were obtained by evaluating the flow for a single member of each family on the finer grids. With the exception of family 1, a notable degree of variation in performance is still apparent within each family, therefore, these values are not conclusive or definitive statements on the performance of each family, but provide a rough idea of the general spread of performance that was found throughout the final geometries. Given the uniformly poor performance of the geometries in families 2-4, and consideration of further evidence given below, it is believed that this problem is in fact unimodal and the additional families represent only partially optimized designs which have stalled due to various di culties during optimization. This is corroborated by the convergence data given in Figure  11 , which shows that while the feasibility tolerance was satisfied and merit function reductions were achieved in every case, for families 2-4 the optimizer struggles to produce any clear reduction in optimality. The poor -or nonexistent -reduction in optimality for families 2-4 suggests that the optimizer became stuck before ultimately failing. These failures were primarily caused by repeated failed flow evaluations or mesh movements, eventually leading to the optimizer exhausting available search directions to move forward. This could be due to any one of a number of reasons, ranging from the more highly constrained nature of this Figure 9 : Selection of initial geometries from BWB sample problem to the design space simply proving di cult to navigate. It should be noted for clarity that any gaps in the feasibility plots represent regions where the the feasibility was exactly zero, i.e. the nonlinear constraints were satisfied exactly.
The data on the number of final geometries that can be categorized into each family is also valuable, and reinforces the unique nature of family 1. No other family had more than approximately 20% as many members as family 1, and the second most common group was in fact failed cases (33 examples) which still accounted for only 70% as many cases as the first family. Further, it should be reinforced that while families 2-4 represent a variety of geometries having similar major characteristics, family 1 is entirely composed of cases that have converged to the same, nearly identical final geometry. This strongly suggests that there is only one true optimum in this design space, or at minimum that the global optimum is highly dominant over any other local optima. This also reinforces the necessity of thorough convergence when performing optimization in multimodal design spaces; insu cient convergence of the geometries in this case would have presented results apparently indicating an extremely multimodal design space without any clear global optimum. Good judgment on the part of the designer is also critical, as the decision on what constitutes a new "local optimum" versus a less optimized relative of a given optimum, or how to define su cient convergence, will always be subjective.
This conclusion suggests an explanation for the unusual "familial" clustering of the 20 outlying final To reinforce the point made earlier, in every single case in which feasibility was satisfied and significant optimality reductions achieved, the geometry in question invariably converged to the same final optimum. The only geometries which did not converge to this global optimum were those that failed to adequately optimize the initial geometry. It is the belief of the authors that the balance of evidence suggests this case is unimodal. However, it is impossible to rule out the possibility of multimodality for viscous optimization of BWB geometries with a greater degree of geometric flexibility.
C. Common Research Model Multimodality Study Preliminary Results
This case examines an FFD parameterization of the Common Research Model (CRM) wing used by Lee et al. 32 The baseline geometry, shown in Figure 12 The purpose of this study is slightly di↵erent than that of the previous studies in this work, in that it seeks specifically to investigate the e↵ect that varying the degrees of freedom in a problem has on the presence of multimodality. This is accomplished by beginning with what is believed to be a unimodal problem and gradually increasing the degrees of freedom to see if, or when, multimodality appears.
For this reason the structure of this case di↵ers quite a bit from the previous cases as well: the case is in fact made up of three sub-problems each with progressively more degrees of freedom. The first case solely allows sectional control, then twist is added, and finally taper. In each case a large sample of initial geometries are generated using the sampling algorithm and the parameter values in Table 8 (parameters corresponding to inactive degrees of freedom are neglected). Then 16 viable geometries plus the baseline are optimized using linear and non-linear constraints corresponding as closely as possible to those used in the previous works studying this case. If more than one local optimum is located, the results are noted and the case is finished. If only a single global optimum is found, then an additional 16 viable geometries are attempted. If these also fail to locate any additional optima then the case is concluded to be unimodal for the purposes of this study; if any additional optima are found they are duly noted and categorized. As initial geometries are attempted until 16 or 32 viable samples are located, the number of geometries attempted is generally higher than the final number of tests performed.
Several points regarding the definitions of each case should be clarified. The linear feasibility constraints Figure 12 : Baseline geometry for CRM optimization case developed in this work were applied during sampling to ensure quality initial geometries. However, to better parallel the problem examined by Lee et al., they were not used during optimization, allowing the optimizer significantly more freedom than in the previous problems examined here. One additional nonlinear constraint was used, specifically for the taper case a projected area constraint was enforced, fixing the projected area to the initial value. Though the specifics of the problem definition of course change from case to case, it can be written generally as:
where C M is the pitching moment coe cient. For clarity, it should be restated that the projected area constraint is only enforced in the taper case. 
D. Optimization Grid
Due to the lack of interest in the specific performance of each local optimum, the Richardson extrapolation procedure is not carried out for this case and only a single mesh is used. This O-O mesh is shown in Figure  12 (b), with the key parameters as in Table 9 .
E. Geometry Control
Geometry control is provided by two connected FFD control volumes. Local control is provided by cross sections, five on the first control volume and 11 on the second. Large scale deformations are nominally driven by a pair of axial curves, one connected to each volume. These are in turn controlled by respectively 10 and 19 axial control points; however, for the purposes of this study the axial control is fixed and only cross sectional control is examined. The control system remains constant throughout all tests, though the specific degrees of freedom available are permitted to vary.
F. Multimodality Study Results
The test results tabulated in Table 10 are identified using a three digit code, of the format xxx where each value represents one of the three cross sectional degrees of freedom and takes a zero or one, to denote whether the corresponding degree of freedom is active. From left to right, these values correspond to twist, taper, and section. In Table 10 the "dominance" column indicates what percentage of the tests converged to the most common local optimum. This provides a quick metric to judge the degree of multimodality fairly across cases that comprise di↵ering quantities of attempted tests, with a lower dominance score suggesting a higher degree of multimodality. This number is not 100% in any case; this is explained by the presence of failed tests (6% for 001, 9% for 101, and 30% for 111), as well as other local optima.
The 001 case permitting only section control and disallowing changes to angle of attack is illustrated in Figures 13, 14, and 15 ; the primary, and global, optimum, identified by 76% of tests, is depicted in Figure 13 , while Figures 14 and 15 depict Optimum 2 and Optimum 3, identified by 15% and 3% of tests, respectively. Each is highly similar to the global optimum, though o↵ering inferior performance, and is di↵erentiated from the global optimum by a single notable geometric feature.
For optimum 1, the most notable change from the baseline geometry can be seen at the root, which is shown superimposed with the baseline root in Figure 13(b) , displaying a clear thickening of the cross section. Optimum 2 is primarily di↵erentiated from the global optimum by its root cross section. As can be seen in Figure 14 (b), it is characterized by a slightly hooked leading edge relative to the global optimum. The small geometric and performance di↵erences, listed in Table 11 , between this and the global optimum, suggest that this may simply be a numerical artifact of the optimization process, rather than a true discrete local optimum. However, this feature was remarkably resilient to continued optimization, and the design was independently located by several tests, which together are strong suggestions that this design represents a local optimum that has captured the optimizer. Similarly, optimum 3 is highly comparable to optimum 1, though characterized by a small upturned hooking at the wing crank, shown in Figure 15 (b). Once again this design did not change appreciably with continued optimization, but as in optimum 2 the relatively small geometric di↵erences and rarity of this result compared to the global optimum makes a definitive categorization of this design di cult. To be conservative, this problem should be considered multimodal, though the design space is highly dominated by the identified global optimum. In the 101 case, which includes twist and section design freedom -as well as an angle of attack design variable -a similar pattern is seen. The dominant optimum, shown in Figure 16 , is located by 82% of the performed tests. Clear di↵erences from the baseline geometry both in twist along the span and section shape throughout the geometry -most noticeably at the root -are apparent. As in the 001 test, two other designs are located by a small number of the performed tests. Optimum 2 (occurrence rate of 6%) is depicted in Figure 17 , and Optimum 3 (occurrence rate of 3%) is depicted in Figure 18 . Unlike the previous case the geometric di↵erences between these geometries are quite clear and distinctive. The variance in performance (Table 12) is also larger in this case, marking them more definitively as independent local optima. This contradicts the results found by previous authors who have examined this problem. However, 33 tests were attempted before three successful tests were found that did not converge to the global optimum, so it is unsurprising that these other optima might be missed.
Finally, in the 111 case, which includes angle of attack, twist, taper, and section design variables, we find clear evidence of significant multimodality. The most common of the six identified local optima comprises 29% of the results, and all six local optima were found within the first 17 tests. These are shown in Figures  19 to 24 . Though all exhibit similar characteristics -particularly a trend towards a BWB design -they are nevertheless clearly di↵erentiated within the bounds of the permitted degrees of freedom, and display a fairly large variation in performance, as can be seen in Table 13 . We can conclude that within the scope of the examined cases, section and twist control o↵er relatively narrow potential for multimodality, while taper adds significant potential. We also conclude that the 101 (twist and section) case is in fact multimodal, in contrast to results by other authors, but this multimodality is of a low degree and as the best optimum is the easiest to locate the odds of an optimizer becoming trapped by a local optimum are quite low. 
V. Conclusion
An improvement has been presented to an e cient multi-start gradient-based algorithm for multimodal aerodynamic shape optimization problems. The use of FFD-based geometry control simplifies the development of the cascading constraints used in generating the initial samples and constraining the subsequent optimization. Tests investigated the impact of various degrees of freedom on the degree of multimodality present. Multimodality was demonstrated in the design spaces for viscous exploratory optimizations of wings in both transonic and subsonic conditions, while a more constrained transonic BWB case was tentatively found to be unimodal. The multimodality study utilizing the CRM wing in transonic viscous flows suggests that taper holds the strongest potential for multimodality out of the examined degrees of freedom. It was also concluded that, in contrast to previously published results, the common twist and section CRM case is in fact multimodal; however, the design space is overwhelmingly dominated by the global optimum making it unlikely that the optimizer would be captured by one of the outlying optima.
